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**OVERVIEW**

This expansion to the scope of the existing Desktop Services is to include support of Network Attached, Large Volume Copiers. Copier solutions are categorized to align with technology and throughput demands created by variations in user group populations.

**Technical Description**

This technical solution categorizes Large Volume Copier assets based on their determined value inclusive of functionality and the scope of services they provide. In order to logically structure Resource Unit rates according to the level of services provided by the asset, specific categories have been developed based on employed technology and service support data. Copiers can then be procured, or allocated to categories based on specifications, capabilities, and expected service output.

**Components**

The solution consists of six (6) categories. The figure below illustrates the copier categories (1-6) for Large Volume Copiers relative to the service provided.
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As illustrated, the discrete asset categories are listed under the broader ‘Large Volume Copier Service’. A summarized description of Network Attached, Large Volume Copier technologies and key specifications for each category is provided below.

**Copier Category 1** “Office Network Black & White Copier” – Network Attached Monochrome Copier with a duty cycle of approximately 150,000 pages per month and a print speed of 32 pages per minute.

**Copier Category 2** “Business Network Black & White Copier” - Network Attached Monochrome Copier with a duty cycle of approximately 200,000 pages per month and a print speed of 45 pages per minute.

**Copier Category 3** “Enterprise Network Black & White Copier” - Network Attached Monochrome Copier with a duty cycle of approximately 400,000 pages per month and a print speed of 75 pages per minute.

**Copier Category 4** “Office Network Color Copier” - Network Attached Color Copier with a duty cycle of approximately 80,000 pages per month and a print speed of 28 monochrome pages per minute and 28 color pages per minute.

**Copier Category 5** “Business Network Color Copier” - Network Attached Color Copier with a duty cycle of approximately 150,000 pages per month and a print speed of 45 monochrome pages per minute and 40 color pages per minute.

**Copier Category 6** “Enterprise Network Color Copier” - Network Attached Color Copier with a duty cycle of approximately 300,000 pages per month and a print speed of 75 monochrome pages per minute and 50 color pages per minute.